Hello Counsel members, United Nation board committee, and United Nation
Representatives:
(INTRO slide 1)
My name is Amy Holem and I am a certified audio/video forensic
expert. I have a long history of knowledge of the law enforcement community and am a
United States Army Veteran. My MOS (Military Operation Specialty) was as an MP (Military
Police) officer with secret security clearance, which every MP had to have. Currently I am
enrolled into school in American Intercontinental University in IL, for the study of Digital
Investigations.
Mid 2017, I came across some discrepancies in a video that I was analyzing that
brought some concern to my attention. I figured out a process to transcribe these
discrepancies and listen to the telecommunications underneath any video, audio, or phone
conversation. Learning this process and figuring out these telecommunications, I
immediately contacted and wrote to the Attorney General in every division of the; FBI, DOJ,
CIA, D.o.D, President Donald J. Trump and state attorney of FL at that time in 2017.
Knowing the federal law on capturing telecommunications, I had to write them and let
them know of any telecommunications that I intercepted and can listen too. We should
either receive a letter of consent or a cease and desist letter. I never received such letter in
reference from any of the agencies stated, in reference to the certified mail that I sent, so I
continued to do my work in the audio/video forensic field with these telecommunications.
These telecommunications that I was capturing was telecommunications of cyber torture
victims, and the torture that these victims are enduring.

TELLECOMMUNICATIOS slide 2) Telecommunications is considered, in the digital world
as, anything that can produce a soundwave of analog or digital, that can be sent by signals,
waves, beams, pulses, or current that can transmit voice, data, radio, and television signals.
“Telecommunications law pertains to the systems of electronic communications and
broadcasting across the United States and different rules and regulations around the globe.
This area is heavily regulated by federal law and the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC).” (H.G.org, n.d.).
Reference
H.G.org. (n.d.). Telecommunication Law. In legal resources. Retrieved from
https://www.hg.org/telecommunication-law.html.
(SOUNDWAVES AND VIBRATIONS slide 3) These telecommunications of cyber torture
victims are captured by basic physics; soundwaves and vibrations. When a victim records
and holds any device such a handheld audio recorder, video camera, phone, laptop, tablet,
computer, dash cam, GoPro, security camera system, or any device that records sounds,
these telecommunications can be captured. (NASA, n.d.). We can separate these
telecommunications and soundwaves as we analyze their videos, audios, and phone
conversations and prove they are a cyber torture victim.
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Reference
Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc. (2019, March 1). Telecommunication. In Encyclopædia
Britannica. Retrieved from https://www.britannica.com/technology/telecommunication.
NASA. (n.d.). What's the science of sound?. In X-59 QueSST Home. Retrieved from
https://www.nasa.gov/specials/X59/science-of-sound.html.

(explaining Forensic analysis work )
What I do is acoustic fingerprinting of either an
audio/video file or a phone conversation from a victim of cyber torture and I can capture
their telecommunications, within the audio or video file, that the cyber torture victims sent
for me to analyze forensically. Let me show you by what I mean. (PLAY VIDEO slide 4) As a
forensic analyst we have to look at all aspect of the video, the power is out so no television
or radio is playing in the background. Nothing is running electronically, Stove, microwave,
refrigerator, A.C. units are all off, fans or any power besides the phones being used. Victim
did go outside to show the power was out throughout the whole apartment complex. You
can tell the victim either lives on the second or third story complex because of the palm tree
that is shown in the video. Which shows the victim lives in a tropical climate? There are also
rails, on the victim’s area of the apartment complex you can see the reflection coming off of
the flashlight. There are no other voices between the victim and the male within that
apartment. No kids or additional people were screaming in the background, yelling, or
coming outside to see what was going on. It was dark outside, so the video was taken after
sunset. The video was taken by a phone because the victim told me the make and module of
the device that the video came from which is a Samsung J3. The Audio file was dated with a
time stamp 20200307_011348. If we want to do research and get technical, we can look for
a power outage within the united states on that specific day and see where all power
outages occurred in a tropical climate. I know the victim lives in Florida, Orlando area. We
can verify that the power outage was in a specific range within the victim to prove that the
power was out during that day and time the video was taken place. Which will provide
evidence to the victims claim and prove that the video has not been altered or fabricated.
These are just some basic questions that a forensic analyst must ask to determine
certain aspects of the video. Depends on the case, for law enforcement drive by shootings,
murders, kidnappings, rape, detectives get and retrieve videos and do investigations on
cases that they are working on. For me I retrieve videos, pictures, and audios of cyber
torture victims because government officials and law enforcement officers, detectives
refuse to help the victims.
This audio file that will be played next is a stripped version of the video that was just
played. This audio file is a step process that I came up with to analyze the video forensically
and prove the telecommunications and the torture the victims are going through and
enduring. At the end of the file I cleared it up just a quick fix so that you can hear one clear
statement. (Play top Audio Symbol to the right of the video slide 4) I want you to notice the
digital sounds or harmonic effects that the file created. How there are digital effects,
harmonic tones, high beeps within the audio, male and female voices protruding through
the audio besides the known two people 1 female 1 male within the audio, there are
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musical tones within the audio too, going from high to low tones and pitches. When there is
no power to create those noises, pitches, tones, telecommunications within the video. I did
clear one section up at the very end of the video to tell the difference between stripping the
file down and clearing the statements up and saving them individually. Play the file again
and see if you can pick out what I just explained to you. (Play top Audio Symbol to the right
of the video slide 4)
As a forensic analyst I do a form of audio acoustic fingerprinting, I have to separate
all the tones, pitches, voices, effects, within the audio file to get 1 clear statement. The file
underneath is a clip of the cleared statement at the end of the audio file that I separated the
statement from the file. I highlighted the statement in yellow and the type of voice that it
came from in white, depending if it was a male or female voice. (Play audio file to the right
of the video underneath the top audio file slide 4) that file has a different male voice than
the known male in the video. His pitch, tone, accent, we as forensic analyst can make
assumptions of the type of voice or characteristics of the voice when analyzing the audio
file. For example: We can tell that the male is white Caucasian because of the accent and
tone of the unknown male criminal’s voice. I would say from north east part of the United
States because how he accented dangerous, almost a Jersey or a Boston type of accent, or
even the draw in the voice the way he pronounced you’ll (sounds like - yull ). The statement
she’s dangerous you’ll alright? Tells me as an analyst that the male is talking or
communicating to other members that he is working with, so there is a networking
computer system that the criminals are using. It is coming from an outside power source
directly aimed at the victim. We can tell because there is a power outage in the area, so
power has to becoming from a different mile radius structure or a different form of
telecommunications that has power. If these criminals did not have power, they would not
be able to transmit the telecommunications. I want you to play the file again and see if you
can pick up on the points that I suggested or stated. (Play audio file to the right of the video
underneath the top audio file slide 4).
Listening and analyzing audios, videos, phone conversations, and pictures is what a
forensic expert does. I have to look at all the different aspects of what the client sends so I
can analyze any audio, video, picture, or phone conversation and give a bi-partisan analysis.
cyber torture victims are sending audios, videos, pictures, and phone conversations to be
analyzed to get the proper evidence, the victim needs to find the criminals and perpetrators
behind these malicious, vile, heinous crimes that are being committed against them.
This file at the bottom far left-hand side underneath the video, is an audio file, not
video, audio file that a cyber torture victim sent me to have forensically analyzed. Since
there is no picture or visual effects, I had to make assumptions on what is happening within
that file. The victim is talking to unknown people, no one is responding to his questions, so
the people he is communicating with are not in the same room or area that audio was taken
in. There is a fan or generator noise within the audio throughout the audio in the
background. Listen to the audio if you can hear what I pointed out to you. (Play bottom far
left-hand side underneath the video slide 4) When stripping down the audio file that was
sent to me you can hear the telecommunications that the cyber torture victim is
communicating with. (Play audio underneath the video on the right-hand side slide 4). You
can hear male voices in additional to female voices, there are digital sounds and harmonic
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tones coming from the audio file and different pitches coming from the file. The
telecommunications that are captured within are giving an answer and response. The
telecommunications cut off while the victim is talking and stop, and then continue after the
victim is finished talking. The reason behind this is the technology that is being used on the
cyber torture victim is neurological, so when the victim speaks the Artificial Intelligence AI
machine is cut off and continues after the cyber torture victim stops talking.
I want you to notice the same attributes and differences that both these victims
share. Both are victims of cyber torture. These are two different people with two different
files one was a video and one was an audio. Both had the same type of telecommunications
captured within the victim’s files. There was also chime sounds, digital sounding effects,
harmonic tones and pitches in both files of the victims. Although you don’t know, but I do
because I talked to these victims as clients, these victims are on opposite sides on the
United States. One is Located in Florida and the other victim is located in Washington State.
Both victims had female and male voices within the files that the victims submitted.
Every victim of cyber torture has that specific sound and effects in their videos,
audios, and phone conversations when forensically analyzed. If they were not a victim there
would be no sound, chimes, or telecommunications within the background. A person who is
not a victim would be blank, and you would not hear the chimes, and digital sounding
effects. This process can also help prove such crimes as hacking, surveillance, monitoring,
stalking, harassment, bugging, and even spyware. Although you could not hear the
telecommunications clearly that is because these are just examples of a cyber torture victim
and what you hear within a video, audio, or phone conversation during the stripping
process.

(spectrum and decibels slide 5)
This is a spectrum analysis, of an audio file of a captured
statement that was analyzed forensically from a victim, the picture on the left top of the
slide. Remember the clear audio file from the previous slide, the male making the statement
she’s dangerous you’ll alright. Notice that the decibel level is in the negative (-20) decibel
range. This is below the average hearing level of a human; this is the chart that is given at
the bottom of the slide. The average level is in between -60 (negative sixty) decibels and –
66 (negative sixty-six) decibels. That means these telecommunications are subliminal only
to the victim. The reason we can determine it is a form of telecommunications is the tower
signal strength from the picture to the right of that audio analysis. The comment from the
previous slide coming from an outside source, there was no power within the video of the
victim because of the power outage. The average telecommunications were captured at a
negative 60 (-60) decibel range. Only transmissions from towers travel at that decibel
range. This was in between an excellent and a good signal strength of transmittance of a
tower. “The legal definition of subliminal communication is generally taken to be "the
projection of messages by light or sound so quickly or faintly that they are received by the
listener below the level of conscious awareness." (Progressive Awareness Research INC.,
2007). “The United States does not have a specific federal or state law addressing the use of
subliminal messages in advertising. Instead, it is the country's advertising and broadcasting
regulatory agencies that deal with the topic and its impact on the public. In contrast, other
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countries do have specific laws in place concerning subliminal marketing. Britain and
Australia, for example, ban subliminal advertising for any reason.” Yet the FCC is in charge
and refuse to investigate any and all accusations by cyber torture victims. (BROADCAST OF
INFORMATION BY MEANS OF "SUBLIMINAL PERCEPTION" TECHNIQUES, 1999).
Subliminal messages deny every individual his right to make free choices and “the Court
concludes that when an individual is subjected to subliminal messages without his
knowledge and consent, his privacy rights outweigh any free speech rights of the person or
entity publishing the subliminal message.” (Progressive Awareness Research INC., 2007).
Yet the U.S. does not pass laws, to regulate the abuse, so they can use it to their advantage
for human experimentation on cyber torture victims and will not be guilty of crimes against
humanity. This allows the abuse of power from other infrastructures like AI systems to be
implemented on a cyber torture victim which invades, manipulates, destroys, the mind,
cells, tissue off cyber torture victims. This constructs an endless cycle for the cyber torture
victim to never receive any legal help, and abuse to continue through their life. (Schultz, R.
M., & Dolejs, R., 1987).
Reference
BROADCAST OF INFORMATION BY MEANS OF "SUBLIMINAL PERCEPTION" TECHNIQUES
(1999). In JL.com. Retrieved from http://www.lawpublish.com/fcc1.html.
Dwilson, S. D. (2020). Laws on Subliminal Marketing. In Chron. Retrieved from
https://smallbusiness.chron.com/laws-subliminal-marketing-69892.html.
Lowery, O. M. (1989). Silent subliminal presentation system . In Google Patents
US5159703A . Retrieved from
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5159703A/en?oq=US5159703+Silent+Subliminal+P
resentation+System+(aka%2c+silent+sound)+%C2%A0+Oliver+Lowry+1992%C2%A0.
Norris, E. G. (1996). Acoustic heterodyne device and method . In Google Patents . Retrieved
from
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5889870A/en?oq=US5889870+Acoustic+Heterodyn
e+Device+and+Method%2c+%C2%A0Norris+1999.
Progressive Awareness Research INC. (2007). The Legal Status of Subliminal
Communication in America. Retrieved from
https://www.progressiveawareness.org/research_desk_reference/legal_status_of_sublimi
nal_communication.html.
Schultz, R. M., & Dolejs, R. (1987). Auditory subliminal programming system. In Google
Patents US4777529A. Retrieved from
https://patents.google.com/patent/US4777529A/en?oq=+US4777529+Auditory+Sublimin
al+Programming+System%2c+%C2%A0Richard+Schultz+and+Raymond+Dolejs+1988.
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Sweet, R. L. (1990). Subliminal message generator. In Google Patents US5270800A .
Retrieved from
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5270800A/en?oq=US5270800+Subliminal+Message
+Generator%2c+%C2%A0Robert+Sweet+1993%C2%A0.

(gathering evidence slide 6)
As a forensic audio expert, I have to take forensic
samples of different spectrums of the files that we analyze. Show step by step processes so
other forensic analysts can duplicate the work and come out with the same outcome of an
original file to show no alterations or special effects were added. We have to provide
paperwork and documentation on how the audio, video, phone conversations, or pictures
were extracted from the device, the exchange of hands from a law enforcement perspective.
Who downloaded the file onto a flash drive, hard drive? Who analyzed it, who did the copy
go to after it was analyzed? How the files were saved? Were the files encrypted or put a
hash tag on the file? and other rules regulations and procedures that law enforcement and
government officials have to file and process. I do not work for any government agency, my
paperwork is different but still comply to government standards, so the victim can hand
their files to law enforcement, with a report attached, to explain what the cyber torture
victim or client is going through, with a forensic analyst report. The client is free to use the
files and the report for their personal use. No third-party member is allowed to use the files
unless authorized by the victims, clients or myself permission.

(Explaining School)
“Implementing the recent initiative of Precision Medicine1, for
example, would require a conceptually novel, individualized statistical framework that
would facilitate linkage between different layers of information across the knowledge
network.” (Torres, E. B., & Denisova, K., 2016). Through that forensic analysis of these
victims we can prove such effects that are being used on the cyber torture victim. Since I
am going to school currently for Digital Investigations for a bachelor’s degree most of the
signal, telecommunications, that we learn is in reference, to the victims of cyber torture.
Going to school for such a degree has helped me understand what I am listening to when I
forensically analyze the audio, video, and phone conversations of the cyber torture victim.
Although I do not have my degree yet and still in the learning process, the teachings and
lessons are still essential to understanding the equipment and: the tower
telecommunications, RF signals, Radio Broadcasting systems, Satellite, GPS coordination,
Bluetooth, Lasers, Drones, along with Pseudo coding, mathematical equations, neural
mapping and other aspects that the cyber torture victims are going through. These
captured communications are through the use of cell tower, RF signal, and used as a
computer networking system. This falls into line the learning and the classes of Digital
Investigations. Digital Investigations also go over topics in reference to computer systems,
hardware components, computer operating systems, Files, LAN, MAN, WAN,
telecommunications, pseudo coding, and mathematical equations that are used for
surveillance.
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Reference
Torres, E. B., & Denisova, K. (n.d.). Article Open Access Published: 21 November 2016
Motor noise is rich signal in autism research and pharmacological treatments. In Nature.
Retrieved from https://www.nature.com/articles/srep37422.

(Weapon Systems)
Weapons are being used on cyber torture victims with different
causes and effects that the cyber torture victim is forced to endure. All of the weapons that
are being used against the cyber torture victim are non-lethal weapons, electronic
weapons, and electronic devices. The usage of such weapon systems on a cyber torture
victim can leave radiation burns, scars, bruises on the victim’s body. This physically harms
the cyber torture victim and causes not only outer evidence but internal evidence as well.
The weapons system is known to cause tissue damage, cellular damage, nerve damage,
along with severe brain damage as well. This is part of a mass surveillance system program
that the U.S. government has implemented to torture U.S. civilians and other cyber torture
victims around the world too. Some of the radiation burns are from a source of microwave
energy system or laser weapon systems. The federal agencies, military units, government
contractors, and criminals use cyber torture victims as target practice for these weapons
systems. These agencies or operational teams get the orders from supervisors to attack the
victim, or child that these agencies are going after. There is audio forensic evidence to back
up these statements
In reference to wireless transceivers there is a loophole that allows the government
to monitor the U.S. population with the use of RF (Radio Frequencies) signals. “when the
person is in the close vicinity of the line-of-sight but not obstructing it, the signal
reflected from the human body is also affecting the received signal strength and can be
used for occupancy assessment purposes.” (networking, RFI, EMI, Brain waves,
Surveillance monitoring EW, RF sensor networks. This allows the U.S. government to
implement such structures such as biosensing applications to monitor the human body
with the use of radio waves, frequencies, and transmissions.
“RF sensor networks [1]. These networks can be used for unobtrusive monitoring purposes
such as device free localization (DFL) [1] and non-invasive respiration rate monitoring [2].
An important advantage of RF sensor networks is that they can be realized using any
wireless technology capable of measuring the RSS.” “The most common implementation
platform is IEEE 802.15.4 based nodes [3], [4], however, WLAN [5] and RFID [6] also
enable RSS-based DFL.” “The technology has already been demonstrated for applications
such as ambient assisted living [7], residential monitoring [4], security and emergency
surveillance [8], and roadside surveillance [9].””The operation of the RSA is remotely
controlled by a portable computer.” (Yigitler, H., Jantti, R., & Kaltiokallio, O. ). With such
control of systems that are linked from landlines, cell towers, radio towers, and satellite
systems this allows the U.S. government to control to use a cyber networking system to
implement a structure to attack U.S. civilians with the use of electronic devices, weapons,
systems.
One Handbook by the U.S. Joint Forces command on Persistent surveillance, goes
through techniques and measures on how to use all different surveillance methods, hand
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off of information, intelligence, data mining, tracking techniques, and other necessary
measures that federal agencies, military, private government contractors, and law
enforcement officials, have to follow for procedures. There is another manual from
Headquarters Department of the Army, field manual in section 12-5, show what type of
capabilities and authority the U.S. Army can use on cyber torture victims. Some of this
equipment include, jammers, air defense, rocket artillery and associated, engineers,
weapons locating, and noncom jammers. With this type of military grade equipment cyber
torture victims cannot prove the hacking, surveillance, monitoring, rape, and torture they
are forced to endure. (Rose, C., 2000). That is why forensic analysis is so important to
listening to the telecommunications and figuring out who is behind all the human right
violations that are occurring against the cyber torture victim. Most of this technology is
being set up through 5G towers capabilities, although any government is denying all use of
non-lethal weapon systems being attached to the 5G towers. Those specific towers went up
fast, without proper analysis, without authorization, and all on the taxpayers’ expense. They
are known to cause cancer, kill trees and animals, and emit frequencies at greater power.
(Mysterious waves have been pulsing across Oklahoma). They are short distance
capabilities which means a 5G tower has to be up every 150 (one hundred and fifty) ft. This
is harmful on all humans, animals, insects, parasites, bacteria in the world. (Christine, S.,
2019).
Some of these weapon systems can produce telecommunications at a target from over 2
(two) miles away. This technology was released back in 2017 and used highly on Navy
ships. This technology name is LRAD system, that can be remotely operated. These systems
are placed in many different locations such as prison systems, military bases, law
enforcement, nuclear power plants, and even airports. With this type of radar systems in
place, it can affect everyone and be used on anyone that is within a 2-mile (two mile) radius
of the radar system. (Wiltar, G. I., 2017). Another different type of weapon system that the
U.S. Government is using is the Active Denial System. ("A Method for Encoding &
Transmitting Speech by Means of the Radio Frequency Hearing Phenomena, 1994).“The
active denial system comprises an electromagnetic wave transmitting unit, a control unit
and a signal generating unit, wherein various power control signals are stored in the signal
generating unit, and the signal generating unit is used for controlling the duty ratio of
electromagnetic waves transmitted by the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit”. (Active
denial system, 2014).This type of non-lethal weapon allow the nerve endings of the cyber
torture victim respond to the heat from the weapon system and cause a cyber torture
victims skin to produce heat, itching sensations and burning sensations through out the
cyber torture victims body. These irritations do leave burn marks on the skin after the
attack on the cyber torture victim usually within a 2 (two) centimeter size. Notice on the
burn marks on this cyber torture victims’ body. How it travels all the way from the chest
down the arm too the wrist. (There are pictures added to show the dimensions and exact
measurement apart from each location that follows the nervous system). These can be
measured certain distances apart. Notice how it also travels from the chest down to the
genital area of the victim and down to the victim’s ankle and feet. Although there are no
genitalia photos, a lot of cyber torture victims are unwilling to give up their private and
genital area photos and videos. Once again, these marks can be measured systematically by
width, length, and size. All the markings on the body are approximately the same size and
in a straight manner down the nervous system to major control functions of the cyber
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torture victims’ body, these are all created by the Active Denial System (Active denial
system, 2014) and other weapons systems that have been implemented by the U.S.
government and other countries. Another non-lethal weapon that is being used on a cyber
torture victim is Voice to God weapon. U.S. military and the different departments have
different names for the technology. Army would be V2K, Marines would be Medusa project,
Navy, has the LRAD system, and air force is a central command station that test the
technology out through computer networking constructs and radar systems. The Medusa
project, projects sound and voices into the minds of the cyber torture victim. This type of
project is also being studied currently at MIT in Boston Massachusetts as well. With this
technology cyber torture victims are the only people that can hear the telecommunications
that are being transferred to the cyber torture victim, because the signal is being directed
at the victim. (Microwave Weapon MEDUSA: Project sound and voices like X-Men?, 2019).
Although this technology is just being released to the public where colleges, students,
companies, corporations, and contractors have access to this technology, this technology
has been around since 1945. (Sigfusson, L., 2018). (Quaoar, 2007). There was another
government U.S. human experimentation project that was conducted and that is known as
MK ULTRA. This human experiment was finally released when a whistleblower came out
with evidence of the torture that they were conducting on human subjects. Now this
experiment only certain victims were allowed to press charges, but there were hundreds of
victims who were involved that never got the proper justice, or help the victim deserved. It
is said that the U.S. government shut down the project, but I believe the U.S. continued their
operation and just called it a different name such as V2K, Voice of God, or Medusa. This link
here will give you access to all the MK ULTRA files that were released although there are
hundreds of files please go through and see the type of human experimentation that the
U.S. government is capable of. (FOIA. (n.d.). MK-ULTRA/MIND CONTROL EXPERIMENTS.
In CIA Library. Retrieved from
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/search/site/mk%20ultra. ).
This same type of military human experimentation is still being conducted on cyber
torture victims, or anyone that the government deems a threat to society. This is where the
audio forensics come into play, capturing the telecommunications, one can determine, who
is behind this technology, what equipment they are using, names of companies, agencies,
departments, surveillance, and what these different groups are doing to the cyber torture
victim. The fact of the matter is that the U.S. Government has been conducting human
experiments on civilians and veterans since 1945 maybe even sooner, without
authorization, consent, and knowledge. This forces the victim to pay for all medical
expensive out of the victim’s pocket, and not get the proper medical help that the victim
needs to solve their issue. This allows the U.S. government to hide, mask, manipulate,
coverup, their human experimentations and get away with mass genocide and murder.
There are many different experiments that I can prove and talk about the U.S. government
has led the way and experimented on human subjects without consent and authorization.
This is about cyber torture victims; I will prove not only with audio forensics that the U.S.
government is behind the U.S. cyber torture victims but is also behind some victims in
other countries as well. I am not saying that the U.S. government is the only culprit doing
human experimentation on cyber torture victims. Since I have forensically analyzed for
cyber torture victims 90% are U.S. citizens, so that is where most of my information and
evidence leads to. Until there is a team that is created to do a proper investigation on cyber
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torture victims. These are my findings and evidence of the cyber torture victims that I have
collected. As of now no one else has come forward with any forensic audio/video evidence
of cyber torture victims besides me that I am aware of. I have analyzed other victims from
other countries, from Egypt, Vietnam, Poland, China, England, Canada, Germany, Japan,
Iran, Iraq, Australia, Argentina, and Russia. There is a language barrier for me, and I am not
capable of speaking several different languages to understand what is happening within the
audio analysis. The cyber torture victims that I have helped, do have United States military
behind their attacks. There are only three countries that I have captured frequencies from
and that is China, England, and the United States.
Cyber torture victims have many different kinds of technology that is being used on them,
so many complain about the U.S. government using the equipment to see through walls in
the form a video voyeurism. (Inside Science, 2013). This technology the cyber torture
victims complain about seem to be off the wall, but non the less the technology exists and
plays a huge role in torturing the cyber torture victim. Entering, invading, manipulating the
mind is part of the weapon systems that the U.S. government and military, law enforcement
and federal agencies, government and civilian contractors, civilians, and criminals have
access to this technology. (Build your own microwave Voice to Skull, V2K). Since the
technology is accessible these entities put the cyber torture victim on a program enter in
their biometrics, DNA, medical tests into the system and then have complete control of
what the cyber torture victim is forced to endure. (Hacking the Mind Just Got Easier with
These New Tools, 2019). This is through the use of non-lethal weapon systems, electronic
devices, and electronic weapon systems. (Nonlethal weapons touted for use on citizens,
2006). Back when Obama was president the U.S. enforced rules and regulations stating
they are allowed the use of drones against American citizens without unmistakable
evidence to prove that they are involved with terrorism. (License to Kill: Government
Authorizes Drone Strikes on US Citizens, 2013). Most of the abuse on the cyber torture
victims come from the falsified information and the abuse of power through the FISA court
systems. Which has been proven with the recent Trump administration. The U.S.
government puts in a FISA warrant on the cyber torture victim claiming possible domestic
terrorist, because of free speech and the false algorithms connected through a social media
accounts like Facebook, Twitter, Snap chat. There is undeniable evidence throughout the
audio analysis that Facebook is highly involved with the torture on the cyber torture
victims. Facebook has contracts with the D.O.D ( Department of Defense) with keystrokes
and keywords that are associated with terrorism and then filed with government officials
and agencies. About 70% of the cyber torture victims’ audios that I have analyzed have and
mentioned Facebook. Which is evidence in itself of monitoring, stalking, surveillance, and
hacking of personal accounts. The cyber torture victims are then entered into the system,
and without warrant, evidence, facts, are put into an electronic monitoring program that
allows any means of electronic devices, electronic weapons, and non-lethal weapons
systems. (Beizer, D, 2009). (Cohen, R., 2012). (SCRIBD). The truth of the matter is that the
U.S. government has jimmy rigged the system to where they are targeting individual U.S.
citizens without evidence, abusing the power, and not going after real criminals so the U.S.
government can do human experimentation on a mass population using non-lethal
weapons, electronic devices, and electronic weapons and torture a cyber torture victim.
(show evidence) (Lake, E, 2020). This is also in the format of AI (Artificial Intelligence) and
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neural weapon monitoring systems used against the cyber torture victim. SOFWERX J5
Donovan Group Radical Speaker Series: Neuroweapons (2018, September 20).
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(Artificial Integlligence)
Artificial intelligence is well known around the world
and many of its usage. There is more to AI structures that meets the eye and used as mass
human experimentation. Many of the cyber torture victims complain and talk about how
the system repeats itself. This is based off of an AI system format and structure known as
Pseudo coding and algorithms. Although there are real people staffing the machine, such as
computer engineers, computer programmers, doctors, or scientists, there is a portion of the
structure that is based off of AI formatting. When I forensically analyzed the cyber tortures
victim’s audio, videos, and phone conversations I started to notice patterns. A lot of the
statements and communications that were captured were statements that kept repeating
themselves. The way the program works is that this is to force the victim to keep going in
circles with their mind. This starts effecting the mind in different manners. This can cause
early Alzheimer’s because the mind is going into a loop thought process. It can also force
the victim to believe that he or she committed a crime that they did not even commit also
known as false memories. (MEMORY PSYCHOLOGY).
Within the research of analyzing the AI system, I started to notice that a victim can
manipulate the system with the thought of their mind. The software that is used for the AI
system, has programmed voices and responses to the thoughts of the cyber torture victims.
Now that means that there is some falsities to the audio analysis. Because what the victim
thinks the AI system repeats and comes up with a response to the thought. So, if the victim
thinks you are the FBI, the AI system will respond something like this: “ Were FBI, were
going to kill you.” Another example is a cyber torture victim can think girl and a girl will
start talking, think male and a male will start talking. So, there is a form of control that the
cyber torture victim has over the AI system and their machines, whether they realize it or
not. This is a major problem with the audio analysis to determine what is a real statement
and a false statement. There is one solution to that issue that I discovered. That while
analyzing the cyber torture victim’s audio, 100% of the victims that claim they have V2k,
RNM, AI, and Synthetic Telepathy, all have the same voices within their audios. Which
proves that it is program that is being used against multiple cyber torture victims. The AI
machine, that I noticed while analyzing audios, has a computer response. Making repeated
statements and remarks, that is another way to determine the criminals apart from the AI
system. This is also known as a Loop in algorithm pseudo coding. Another solution that I
discovered is that there are distinguishable voice differences from the AI system, to real
people that are committing the acts of torture. Some of these criminals that are monitoring
the machines, communicated with other people through a networking system. They have
Naas tech, video sharing, file sharing, virtual machine systems, that send links back and
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forth, to each other to live stream, share photos, share videos, throughout the network and
receive payments for them in the process. Although the criminals use computer-generated
effects, musical tones, and digital tones within their computer system to cover their voice, it
is distinguishable against the AI machine.
The agencies and criminals can use AI against the cyber torture victim and add it to their
file that they send to other companies and corporations to form false allegations so the
federal agencies, law enforcement officers, and private government contractors, can
produce false FISA court information, and produce false illegal activity that the cyber
torture victim is being monitored through the use of electronic monitoring for surveillance
purposes. This AI construct is built off pseudocodes, and algorithms that are created. For
example: the cyber torture victim thinks a thought for instance, I need a pot. The AI
structure and program will come up with 5- 7 (five to seven) different responses for the
victim. Statements would be made for instance: oh my God he/she is smoking pot, he/she is
smoking, and they have no idea who we are, you are such a drug addict, and so on. Well
although the victim only wants a pot to boil water or make macaroni and cheese that oneword pot is run off an AI system construct. Another example that I came across analyzing
audio and videos of the cyber torture victim, was using the color black. The AI system
would make a statement he/she is such a racist, he/she hates black people. These
government agencies, and criminals force thoughts into the cyber torture victims head, to
force certain agendas for the population. Everyone knows in America we have a huge
discrimination problem. This concept is used among the population in a mass program to
drive and cause discrimination against the citizens. This is done everywhere not just in
America, but since I have analyzed over 90% of U.S. Americans audio and videos
forensically, this is where my main research is constructed. Through the use of pseudo
coding and algorithms this is how the program is operated. The neural link from the cyber
torture victim is entered using linear equations and graphing structures and formatted into
a pseudo coding sequence. This is gathered through hospitals information or government
contracts through the Veterans Affair and given to the military and government agencies. I
have noticed that every cyber torture victim that I have helped has a connection either
working as a contractor, veteran, or has dated, married, law enforcement and government
officials. Whether it be themselves, fathers, mothers, spouses, or siblings they have some
connection to government contracts, and agencies. The cyber torture victim’s information
is entered into the computer program and entered into the network system. One can get
blood reports, MRI scans, scans from sleep apnea tests, along with EEG reports and any
other form they need for biometric sensory systems. The pseudocode then is entered using
integer equations and mathematically put into the program to create the AI system
structure that the cyber torture victim is forced to endure. Pseudo coding is a form of
algorithms, and everything now these days are computer programed and ran through these
algorithms. From planes, to credit card systems, gaming, and surveillance programs are all
based off algorithms. This is important to know for the cyber torture victims because this is
how all the information is entered against the victim for the program and networking
capabilities to occur. Another aspect of artificial intelligence is the use of holograms. Many
of the cyber torture victims complain about holograms, with the use of the programmable
keyboard and the neural links there is capabilities for the use of this technology and
unconsented human experimentation. According to USA today 5g holograms have been
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accessible since Feb of 2019. Holograms that are so realistic that people cannot tell the
difference between real and fake. (Baig, E. C., 2019). The holograms use laser beams that
split into beams of light, since lasers are used on cyber torture victims, this type of
application can be used as well, especially during a REM state of sleep. This type of military
experimentation has been going on for decades since the year 1945 around the same time
as the MK Ultra victims were being victimized and tortured. Microsoft demonstrates what
an AI construct can look like with voice recognition software with those real-life
tendencies. (Microsoft., 2019). In matter of fact Elon Musk stated this quote during one of
his releases, “It’s not going to be like suddenly Neuralink will have this incredible new
interface and take over people’s brains,” he said. “It will take a long time, and you’ll see
it coming. This is based off of Deep learning and neural technology. Getting FDA approval
for implantable devices of any kind is quite difficult and this will be a slow process.” But the
U.S. Government and the D.o.D (Department of Defense) already give themselves human
experimentation rights without consent or permission of the people they are using to
experiment without pay and insurance coverage which was passed long before 1944. (DOE
Openness: Human Radiation Experiments: Roadmap to the Project.). With the use of
Holograms in play, I have not come across any cyber torture victim that any company,
corporation, agency, military, gov and private contractors are using on cyber torture
victims. There is a reason behind this though, although I do forensic work and can prove
these capabilities, no one has given me any recording except one cyber torture victim, of
while they were sleeping. There is human experimentation practices being done to the
cyber torture victim while she is sleeping, but the cyber torture victim does not have
hologram technology used on her. I know for a fact if I analyzed the cyber torture victims
that get holograms, just like the cyber torture victim that is being forced into a state of
paralysis I can prove the involuntary use of holograms on a cyber torture victims.
Holograms can be forced both ways for the cyber torture victim, if they can force images
into the brain then the AI system can extract images from the brain as well. That is
considered reverse polarity in most electrical engineering status, turning speakers into
microphones, images into thoughts, which is all part of the psychological warfare games
created by the U.S. government and forced human experimentation on cyber torture
victims. There has been a U.S. Patent created in 2008 and is experimenting through 2032.
(Sundstrom, M., (2008). With the use of fiber optic cabling, HD pictography, the imaging
construct of the experimentation has increased exponentially and allowed these images to
be forced or retrieved from the cyber torture victim. (Malech, R. G., 1974). There is an issue
with that because once again it is false information that is planted into the brain then
entered into the cyber torture victims file, with the use of these images, to keep the human
experimentation, and false warrants applicable on the cyber torture victim. Artificial
Intelligence is used in so many different manners on the cyber torture victim, through
computer face interfaces. Elon Musk has been working on this technology for years along
with many other companies and corporations. Yet 5G can amplify the effects tenfold and
harness so much more destruction to a cyber torture victim that they are already forced to
endure. (The AI Organization., 2020).
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(LAN MAN WAN)
LAN (Local Area Network, WAN (Wide Area Network) and
MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) are all used for long distance and short distance
telecommunication transference. These types of communications are used for internet
access, cell towers, Bluetooth, GPS signaling, Satellite communications, and anything that is
transferred through Radio waves, RF signals, frequencies, or current. In matter of fact,
“Business and government entities utilize WANs cable carriers to relay data among
employees, clients, buyers, and suppliers from various geographical locations.” “In essence,
this mode of carrier telecommunication allows a business to effectively carry out its daily
function regardless of location.” (Holem, A. L., 2020). This helps with the communications
through the internet with businesses, corporations, federal agencies, local law enforcement
officials, and local businesses transfer emails, skype calls, cloud access, file distributions,
contracts, and anything that rely on business operations to run. FCC (Federal
Communication Commission) assign each broadcasting frequency a number and a channel
that each agency, businesses, internet providers, cell phone companies can broadcast their
communications on that have to be registered within the United States. Each country is
allocated their own IP addresses, and subnets. In matter of fact there are organizations like
IEEE that formatted and come up rules and regulations for this networking system. There
is over 3.4 million public servers across the globe so that everyone in the world can
communicate and connect. Unfortunately since they are public server the criminals behind
this technology can have access to anyone of these signals and frequencies.
Local police officers in their town and village work on a Local Area Networking
system and structure, that way their communications do not interfere with other police
departments within different towns, and villages. County, and City law enforcement
agencies transfer their communications through the FCC, using a MAN (Metropolitan Area
Network) system. State patrol and Federal agencies along with Fusion Centers, all work off
WAN (Wide Area Network) structures so they can communication from state to state
across the country of United States and across the Globe. Most these government entities
and government agencies run on a dedicated line, which a fixed permanent connection to a
remote network, a point-to-point serial connection. The government entities can also use a
privately owned infrastructure to create long-distance and international WAN connections.
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Considering that only government agencies, and funded companies along with billionaires
are the only people who can afford such a networking infrastructure.
WAN is a geographically dispersed telecommunications network; however, a WAN
is defined as a network created to connect two or more Local Area Networks (LANs). WAN
connections can connect LANs located in the same city or around the world, all phone
systems in the country are part of a nationwide network. In matter of fact, most automated
telephone exchanges now use digital switching rather than mechanical or analog switching.
This is another reason we hear the digital sounding effects musical tones, tones, beeping,
squelching noises, and clicking on cell phone conversations when forensically analyzed for
a cyber torture victim. The squelching in phone conversations when analyzed is caused by
shorthand radios, from walkie talkies, that cause interference within the signal.
The trunks connecting the exchanges are also digital, called circuits or channels.
However analog two-wire circuits are still used to connect the last mile from the exchange
to the telephone in the home (also called the local loop). To carry a typical phone call from
a calling party to a called party, the analog audio signal is digitized at an 8 kHz sample rate
with 8-bit resolution using a special type of nonlinear pulse code modulation known as
G.711. The call is then transmitted from one end to another via telephone exchanges. The
call is switched using a call set up protocol (usually ISUP) between the telephone exchanges
under an overall routing strategy. In matter of fact WAN link and routers on the internet is
a critical part of processing sensitive corporate and customer data, which is something that
is a desired commodity with government agencies and corporation and businesses data
and metadata. (Holem, A. L., 2020). There is so much that goes into WAN, LAN, and MAN
networking systems the construct of how these government agencies are carrying out the
torture on the cyber torture victims. I will break it down to the basics of this technology
and provide evidence, and articles to explain this topic even further. The use of LAN, WAN,
and MAN military, government agencies, law enforcement officials, government and
civilian contractors, civilian organizations, and criminals can use this technology for
tracking, surveillance, monitoring, stalking, a cyber torture victim. (Rowan, L., 1987).
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(Bluetooth) Wireless signals transmitted with Bluetooth cover short distances, typically
up to 30 feet (10 meters). Bluetooth devices generally communicate at less than 1 Mbps.
Bluetooth networks feature a dynamic topology called a piconet or PAN. The idea behind
Bluetooth (it was not yet called Bluetooth) was developed further as the possibilities of
interconnections with a variety of other peripherals such as computers printers, phones
and more were realized. Using this technology, the possibility of quick and easy
connections between electronic devices are possible. Five companies (Ericsson, Nokia, IBM,
Toshiba, and Intel) formed the Bluetooth SIG - Special Interest Group. With many other
users on the ISM (Industrial, Scientific, and Medical) band from microwave ovens to Wi-Fi,
the hopping carrier enables interference to be avoided by Bluetooth devices. A Bluetooth
transmission only remains on a given frequency for an abbreviated time.
The standard uses a hopping rate of 1600 hops per second, and the system hops
over all the available frequencies using a pre-determined pseudo-random hop
sequence based upon the Bluetooth address of the master node in the network. Most of
the frequencies that are being used to attack the cyber torture victims these criminals are
hopping from frequencies to frequencies to track, monitor, surveil, stalk, and harass the
victim. During the development of the Bluetooth standard it was decided to adopt the
use of frequency hopping system rather than a direct sequence spread spectrum
approach because it is able to operate over a greater dynamic range. ISM radio bands
are radio bands (portions of the radio spectrum) reserved internationally for the use of
radio frequency (RF) energy for industrial, scientific, and medical purposes other than
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telecommunications. There are also some Bluetooth frequency accuracy requirements for
Bluetooth transmissions. The transmitted initial center frequency must be within ±75 kHz
from the receiver center frequency. The initial frequency accuracy is defined as being the
frequency accuracy before any information is transmitted and as such any frequency drift
requirement is not included. A Bluetooth network can contain a maximum of 8 (eight) and
a minimum of 2(two) devices. Bluetooth is to provide a connection for ad-hoc wireless
network and an existing wired data network. There are two main types of Bluetooth link
that are available and can be set up:
•
•

ACL Asynchronous Connectionless communications Link
SCO Synchronous Connection Orientated communications link (Holem, 2019).

Bluetooth has many capabilities that it can be used for, stalking, monitoring, and
surveilling a person. Criminals can hack Bluetooth devices and turn them into acoustic
weapons. Bluetooth runs off RF signals to connect since they use a short bandwidth system
to connect to a LAN network these RF signals can be intercepted. “According to Wired,
cybersecurity research lead at the technology consulting firm PWC UK, Matt Wixey,
demonstrated that everyday speakers can be infected with malware that makes them
emit dangerously high or low frequencies.” “He found that the smart speaker, the
headphone and the parametric speaker could be forced to emit abnormally high
frequencies, and the Bluetooth speaker, noise-canceling headphones, and the same
smart speaker could emit abnormally low frequencies.” (Edwards, 2019). “cybersecurity
research lead at the technology consulting firm PWC UK, says that it’s surprisingly easy
to write custom malware that can induce all sorts of embedded speakers to emit
inaudible frequencies at high intensity, or blast out audible sounds at high volume.”
“Those aural barrages can potentially harm human hearing, cause tinnitus, or even
possibly have psychological effects.” (Newman, 2019). Because of the acoustic
implications through the hacking of Bluetooth this has a major affect both physiological
and psychological.
This is considered acoustic attacks, which is the same type of weapons that were used
on the Chinese and Cuban diplomats, which I have analyzed forensically as well. This has
the same effects within the victims of cyber torture within their audios, videos, and
phones conversations when analyzed. “Vasilios Mavroudis, a doctoral researcher at
University College London, also found in his research into ultrasonic tracking that most
commercial speakers are capable producing at least "near-ultrasonic" frequencies—
sounds that are inaudible to humans, but don't quite technically qualify as ultrasonic.”
“Speakers or operating systems could also have digital defenses in place to filter digital
audio inputs that would produce high and low frequency noises.”(Newman, 2019). You
can use programming language: such as Java, C, C#, and python to plug in a programming
language to send commands and receive commands to a device that has Bluetooth
capabilities. “They (Bluetooth) can be used to steal confidential information such as
passwords, as remote surveillance to spy on kids, or employ a GPS to find out where a
person is.”(Biddle, 2017). Using Bluetooth as a weapon system are criminal offenses, from
theft, identity theft, fraud, phishing, hacking, stalking, noise harassment, video voyeurism,
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and other federal crimes, in at least the United States, that is considered a federal offense
and these are all crimes that the cyber torture victim is enduring every day of their life.
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(Process of synchronization)
Computer networking systems, internet, and AI
all play a large role in the cyber torture victims torture. We should touch base on
capabilities and a few factors of how a computer system functions, for a basic
comprehension of a computer operating system. This is how you get a better
understanding on how files and RF signals are being used to transfer from one application
system to the other. Computers have certain standards to make the system run, no matter
what function a computer is trying to achieve there is always a step process for every
command: input, process, and output. Input is taking in the information or commands that
a computer receiving. Then the computer processes it, like your brain when brainstorming,
and comes up with an output for or the final decision that the user implemented for the
command input, process, and output. So when you send files through an email, you put the
information into where you want to send the information, the computer processes that
information and finds the best route to send the information, then the receiver on the other
ends can see the output of the emails. Transferring information over the internet the
computer breaks down the information into packets or nodes that are a specific size then
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transfer through the airwaves within the signal then ends at the destination. These packets
and nodes then are rearranged to put the information into the correct order. Have you ever
seen your computer screen missing sections or pictures on your system? That is because
the packets where not installed correctly during the output setting. This causes a big issues
for cyber torture victims, they believe they are being hacked and missing information when
in reality is an output error in the packets. Although some issues are forced, by the
criminals, cyber torture victims are not knowledgeable enough in computers to
understand the difference. So many cyber torture victims, have hackers on their computers,
that is how they alter, delete, evidence from the victims possession. Computers use codes
such as binary codes that consist of number of ones (1’s) and zeros (0’s). Each key that you
enter has a specific code for instance the letter A is 001 B is 002 C is 003 and so forth. That
is not really the exact code just an example for basic comprehension it really is a lot more
complex and can be determined using discrete mathematics, Boolean Algebra. Process
Synchronization helps with the transference from data extraction, data transfer, data
modification, and saving modified data. Binary can be used for many various reasons, for
example binary signals is used to produce patterns in the memory and composite video
signal. (Wilson, J., 1989).
Process synchronization is where 100% of the cyber torture victims, information is
being destroyed, modified, altered, removed, and have information stalled from people
receiving the information that the victim is trying to send. All victims of cyber torture
because they are under 24-hour, 365-day surveillance, have complained about their
computers, phones, tablets, security camera systems, dash cams, are being hacked,
remodified, altered, destroyed or removed from those devices. These government agencies,
militaries, private contractors, computer engineers, supervisors, and criminals take the
videos and pictures from the cyber torture victims’ device of what they recorded and have
copies to prove and have evidence of what is happening to them. It is then modified,
altered, or removed so the victim cannot provide the proper evidence they need in order to
file a proper complaint. Even then law enforcement and government officials refuse to file a
report, even though there are separate tasks forces who are trained to do the proper
investigation.
This is because most systems and devices have Bluetooth capabilities. There are
ways to hack into the devices with those capabilities, once a person has gathered that
information the criminals, or government agencies can hack into the persons device, and
intercept the information before it is even sent out. There are sites, companies, businesses,
corporations, that allow people to pay to spy on people or the person of interest. Hacking is
a crime and no law enforcement agency is doing anything about it. Although there are
divisions in law enforcement that handle cybercrimes, officers will not investigate any
claims. Mainly because law enforcement officers are the ones doing investigations, they do
not want to get other officers in trouble. With audio forensics I can analyze phone
conversations and determine who is on the other end listening. This process is a little
different than how I process the videos and audios of the cyber torture victims. You will not
hear the digital sounding effects within the phone conversation because it is a closed line.
Point-to-point contact. Point-to-Point can also be used for microwave transmissions which
are line of sight systems. It is possible to listen to the phone conversations and determine
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who is listening on the other end of the phone conversation. Hacking can determine a lot of
different aspects on a cyber torture victims’ life. Who they are talking to, what is going on
with the family, job situations, by listening into a phone conversation you can learn a lot
about a person from just a 5 (five) minute phone call. Government agencies, law
enforcement officials, government contractors, and criminals can hack into your system
and listen into your phone calls, as well as receive any information that you use to
communicate with other people. When monitoring the cyber torture victims’ phone, you
also get access to all their social media accounts.
Analyzing the audio, videos, and phone conversations we can hear comments:
Facebook post, Instagram message, twitter account, phone call, email. That is the AI
(Artificial Intelligence) system responding to the computer engineer, criminal, government
official, or private contractor to let them know that the cyber torture victim has an
incoming message or an outgoing message. They intercept the messages review them and
attach them to a filing system that these entities have created on the cyber torture victim.
Every victim has a file created by the supervisor, computer engineer, military personnel,
government agencies, private contractors, and criminals that these files are sent to various
locations through a computer networking system, when requested on a certain victim. All
of these files are being transferred back and forth, added information being put in and
deleted by different people who are monitoring the cyber torture victim.
These files have specific information on the cyber torture victim, Name, age, date of
birth, offense, program, stalking measures, procedures, names of contacts, friends, family
members, likes, dislikes, hobbies, torture methods, pictures, videos, and additional
information depending on who has the contract, what the intent is, and other additional
information that they feel is necessary for the cyber torture victim. If one cyber torture
victim contacts another cyber torture victim, information is added to the files and then
come up with a way to cause distrust to the victims, this is a form of psychological warfare,
they can use these files for defamation of character tactics, to get the neighbors to spy on
the cyber torture victim, blackmail the victim, and spread false information about the cyber
torture victim. The way the compilation of information that is being stored within the file
on the cyber torture victim is the process of synchronization. This is another way the
agencies, contractors, military, criminals can access passwords to emails, banks, social
media sites and alter information, which can lead to further false information. Such crimes
are hacking, identity theft, embezzlement, identity fraud, defamation of character, slander,
theft, communication interference, Denial-of-service attacks, phishing, Possession or use of
hardware, software or other tools used to commit cybercrimes, electronic theft are just a
few laws that cyber torture victims go through every day.
As you can see process of synchronization plays a huge roll in torturing the cyber
tortured victims, and that is just one small explanation when there are more roles to play,
that is only one small section within learning about a computer networking system. I am
going to combine law enforcement policy and procedures within computer networking, so
you see how the system is used against the cyber torture victim. These files that are created
by the government agencies, law enforcement, private contractors, and criminals on the
cyber torture victim are sent from one location to another location for an example well use
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if the cyber torture victim contacted another cyber torture victim. The first victim meets
another victim through a social media outlet or site: Facebook, twitter, Instagram, dating
site, conference calls, etc. Whoever has the first cyber victims’ contract, will reach out to the
second cyber victims’ contract and exchange files and information with each other. I have
found audio evidence to verify that this is occurring.
Law enforcement offices, detectives, and federal agencies send and receive
information in the same manner that way they can help solve a crime faster. Although only
5% of crimes are actually solved, that is because there are rules and regulation within
every state and how each state can work with one another, how the information is stored,
what type of database system, and who filed the report. These are all determining factors
when gathering information. The victims of cyber torture actually have names for these
people called perps and handlers. The reason the victims of cyber torture call them perps
and handlers, is because of this exchange of information. These victims have no idea who
these criminal entities are, some are federal government agencies, police officers, some are
military and private contractors, and some are actual criminals from neighbors, family
members, and online networking structures such as sex trafficking rings, and pedophilia
sites. Each victim of cyber torture is different from the other depending on location, state,
city, town, country, that the victim resides in. The cyber torture victims call these people
perps (perpetrators/criminals, and private contractors) or handlers (government agencies,
law enforcement, government private contractors, or military) depending who has the
cyber torture victims’ contract.
So, the information is exchanged from one handler to another handler that can open
the file and read about the other cyber torture victim and learn about the other victim.
Because these people have the files, they can add additional information into that file about
the interaction and resend or upload the file into the computer networking system. This is
horrible for the victim if you think about this aspect, you have private contractors who
have no legal law enforcement experience or training, adding information on a person that
is of special interest or having an investigation being done on the victim. This information
can be false information: out of a vendetta, Just because they are having a bad day, just
want to destroy a person’s life for no reason, or just because they can from the powerful
position they hold. Most of the defamation of character that a cyber torture victim goes
through is using false and altered information through the process of synchronization and
uploading the information to update the file into a computer networking system. This
destroys a cyber torture victims’ life not being able to get the proper help they need. Now
imagine if the cyber torture victim has a child, and the contractor, perp, agent, criminal,
handler takes photos with the equipment that is in their possession. The agent is corrupt
and a pedophile themselves takes those images and collects them whenever a child is in a
bath, changing a diaper, changing clothes in a shower. I have helped a cyber torture victim
who said that her brother was kicked out of the military for rape charges and the brother
admitted to the charges. In the military charges are sealed once a soldier leaves the
military, there is no link to know what crimes a person committed in the military within a
civilian world for regular law enforcement and federal jobs. Her brother because the
military records are sealed, is a private contractor with the government for surveillance
purposes. This person will pass a background check because there is no incident outside
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from the military, so the person is clean and possibly use his surveillance systems for
sexual predator purposes. This type of structure happens all the time, crimes are covered
up from the lower levels, judges, lawyers, officers. These criminals are put in a position of
power and abuse that power, especially when it comes to rape and pedophilia. I have
worked with officers that fight to go on calls of people who are naked, streaking, tied to the
bed, so they can see a naked woman. This allows these officers, federal agents, contractors,
to abuse the system and go rouge. There is audio evidence of even agents not following the
warrant. Which means the warrant and technology that was assigned to them to
investigate, is being used for illegal purposes.
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(Programmable Keyboard)
One of the equipment that these government agencies,
companies, corporations, and criminals are using is equipment known as a programmable
keyboard. These keyboards are used for mainly gaming purposes, which is how the
networking system for the cyber torture victims are operated on. Gamers use a
programmable keyboard to program the keys to do certain commands. Just like a
PlayStation or Xbox controller you can choose the settings that you like the arrangement of
the buttons and what the buttons can do. Although PlayStation and Xbox controllers are
limited to choices, the keyboard has many more capabilities for gamers. How these
programmable keyboards work is that you pick a key and assign a key a certain command.
For instance, if you are playing a fast game and hit multiple buttons a lot you might need
more than 1 button assigned the same function. For example, you will assign the letters A
and S to attack just in case you hit multiple keys at the same time. With the programmable
keyboard you have so many different capabilities with these functions. You can program
the keyboard to create different effects, like horn honks, airplane noises, police sirens
animal sounds, and so much more. The reason the agencies put those noises into the
programmable keyboard is to force the cyber torture victim to think a specific way. This is
a form of psychological warfare. For instance, the criminals will play the sirens to get the
victim to think that law enforcement officers are involved, and that way the victim will be
too afraid to go to the police to file a report. Some officers are involved with the cyber
torture that the victims are going through, but this is just one scenario that we can prove
these criminals are pretending to be government officials which is a federal crime of
impersonating an officer, or government agency. Another capability that the keyboards can
produced is voices with voice recognition software. This is another part of the
psychological warfare attribute that the cyber torture victim goes through. Cyber torture
victims often complain that they lost family ties, that their neighbors are in on being
attacked, and their family members are involved as well. In some cases, I have this to be
true and other cases I have found them to be false with the forensic analysis. The
programmable keyboard is part of an AI system construct that puts voices into the victim’s
head using low radio frequencies. Theses government agencies, and criminals put the
voices into the keyboard to force the victims to believe that their family members,
neighbors are in on the torture. I want to give you a couple of examples of why they put the
voices into the programmable keyboard. The goal of this is to isolate the cyber torture
victim so that the victim has no one to go to for help. It starts off with accusations, these
agencies or criminals will make a comment in their husband, wife’s, children’s voice to get
the cyber torture victim to think that they are talking about them behind their back. So, the
cyber torture victim confronts them, and starts throwing accusations around, for example:
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I heard you make that statement. Then the family starts to think the parent is crazy because
they never made those comments. It starts causing distrust, arguments, family disruptions
that can even lead to divorce. Now picture this with coworkers, the cyber torture victims
will start attacking their employees so now they lose their job and cannot support their
family. Now picture the cyber torture lost a baby with having a miscarriage, the agencies,
and criminals start playing baby noises, and baby cries into the victim’s head with the low
frequency radio waves. This can cause the cyber torture victim to commit suicide because
of the emotional distress. Analyzing the audio and videos of these victims we can prove all
of these aspects that is being produced on the cyber torture victim. These agencies and
criminals get bonuses, which I do have forensic evidence of , that they get bonuses for
getting the victim arrested, put in jail, committing crimes, put the victim into a psych ward,
or get the cyber torture victim to commit suicide.
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Sleep Deprivation Sleep deprivation is the one factor that every cyber torture victim goes
through. This is because in order to cause certain effects with the technology these
government agencies, corporations, contractors, criminals are using, need the victim to be
incoherent and unaware. Sleep deprivation has many side effects that it causes on a cyber
torture victim from, behavioral modifications, hallucinations, manipulation, and awareness
control. People who get the average 8 hours of sleep are aware of their surroundings,
functional, happy, and can live on a day to day basis. Cyber torture victims are sleep
deprived so it brings down their immune system so they cannot function properly. Sleep
deprivation causes a person to be easily agitated without the proper sleep. The criminals
and government agencies do this so the victim can be controlled and manipulated. (Gall, J.,
1991). I have discovered within the audio analysis that the cyber torture victims’ body is
more receptible for attacks when they are sleep deprived. A cyber torture victim will easily
act aggressively against their neighbors, family, members, co-workers because these
weapons systems that are used against them keep them up to manipulate them. On average
a cyber torture victim gets 4 hours of sleep per night in comparison to the average person.
These government agencies and criminals want the cyber torture victim to create hostility
against everyone, so they have nothing but go into homelessness. They lose their job, get a
divorce, start fights with their neighbors and draw into reclusiveness because they are
being stalked, monitored, harassed, and having these psychological warfare games being
done against them. Another reason that sleep deprivation is being used on cyber torture
victims is it starts to affect their neurological system with the use of their brain. Since the
technology is aimed at the auditory cortex of the victim, the technology can produce certain
effects as the cyber torture victims sleep. Some of these technologies are AI based that
produce holograms used for human experimentation. The technology needs the victim to
be relaxed in order to attack the cyber torture victim. The Brain controls your major body
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functions that takes one hundredth of a millisecond from the brain to the major function.
That is why so many cyber torture victims complain about being attacked in their arms,
legs, wrists, feet, phalanges, shoulders, and stomach area. This can only be done in a relaxed
state for the cyber torture victim when they are trying to sleep, or relaxing on the couch, or
sitting at a table at work, anything that does not involve any activity such as movement.
(Rose, J. E., 1996). I have discovered with the audio analysis when the criminals are
attacking the victim with their weapon systems, electronic devices, that being in motion
causes them to miss the target and the victim. When the victim is still, they can get an
accurate location using their GPS, Speed markers, and Radar detection systems. Because
when the cyber torture victims’ body is moving these government agencies, corporations,
contractors, military, and criminals cannot pinpoint a location, using GPS trackers and
speed markers to penetrate the victim. I do have audio evidence of them missing the
cyber torture victim while the victim was in motion. Confirming that the military
missed the target and did not hit the cyber torture victim with their weapon systems. The
state of relaxation is the easiest way for the military, government agencies to control the
target. There are many different side effects to sleep deprivation, this is why the U.S.
Government does not consider sleep deprivation a form of torture, so they can use this form
against the cyber torture victim and not commit any crime. Main symptoms of sleep
deprivation include, yawning, moodiness, fatigue, irritability, depression, difficulty learning,
forgetfulness (early Alzheimer’s), brain fog, lack of motivation. Not getting enough sleep
destroys the immune system, respiratory diseases, increase of body weight, hunger
sensations, high blood pressure, and starts decreasing the heart vessels to heal. This can
cause insomnia, sleep apnea, narcolepsy, hallucinations, black spots, and reduce physical
strength. (Davis, K.,2018). There is so many effects that a cyber torture is forced to endure
which leads to easy manipulation, behavioral modification, that leads to suicidal tendencies,
which is the end goal of the program that the U.S. government, military, contractors,
agencies, officers, and criminals want from the cyber torture victim, to take their own life.
The military, government agencies, law enforcement officers, contractors, criminals do get
bonuses for putting a cyber torture victim in jail, the mental institution, and getting the
cyber torture victim to commit suicide. This is so the cyber torture is forced on medication
by the judicial system, court system, and so the cyber torture victim loses all belief because
of a mental illness. This is why so many law enforcements officers, write false police reports
and force the cyber torture victim into a mental institution. There have been news reports
that mental health has increased just in the last decade, that can be caused by digital media.
(American Psychological Association, 2019). The medicine forces the cyber torture victim
body structure to get more out of sync because the medication ruins and destroys the mind
even further, because the cyber torture victim does not need the medication. Which is why
you see such a high suicidal rate in victims who are taking psychiatric drugs. (MILITARY
SUICIDES & HOMICIDES—THE DANGERS OF PSYCHIATRIC DRUGS, 2020). I have found
evidence of false medical diagnoses by analyzing forensically a cyber torture victims audio,
video, and phone conversations.
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(breaking into homes, theft, vandalism)
With all the systems programmed
together, tracking the cyber torture victims using tacking devices, and surveillance
techniques and devices all of the cyber torture victims have their homes broken into, items
stolen, their home, materials and vehicle vandalized, and some cyber torture victims even
have bugging devices put into the cyber torture victims residence. Many of the cyber
torture victims try to file police reports hoping that the police officers will investigate
the crime and help them put an end to their torture. Police reports are falsified, and many
of the cyber torture victims are forced into the mental institution for even trying to report
the crimes that are occurring. The cyber torture victims are shut out and secluded from
every aspect of help. The falsified reports will make a comment or mock the cyber torture
victim making statements, “maybe it’s the government,” or “who are you to be a person of
interest.” Another comment they will make is “you’re not important enough for people to
care.” These are all statements that have come from law enforcement officers’ mouths. The
fact that the officers do not investigate these crimes shows proof that they have knowledge
of what is going on and are testing these non-lethal weapons, electronic weapons, and
electronic devices out on the cyber torture victim. Officers have the power to write any
information that they want into the report and alter it to cover their crimes and their
wrong doings to the cyber torture victim. Although not every cyber torture victim has law
enforcement involved, law enforcement officials only get involved once crimes are trying to
be reported by the cyber torture victim, or the victim has gathered the proper evidence to
prove the allegations. Many officers and law enforcement agencies have access to
databases, such as the AFIS system that allows information to be entered into a filing
system on anyone who ever has called the police or law enforcement agency. Information is
added through the computer name, age, residence, incident, and what occurred with either
a complainant, criminal, or victim. This can be altered information by any agency, that has
access to that information or by criminal hackers. Information when an officer pulls a
person over on the side of the road and ask for driver’s license and proof of insurance.
Notes can be added to the file on the civilian such as Possible armed and dangerous,
mentally ill, Do Not Contact. This is vital communication to other officers if the victim ever
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tries to file a report. A cyber torture victim files the complaint any officer from anywhere
can run the victim’s name and do a background check, and instructions come across the
screen telling officers how to act and take reports. This is criminalistic, and discrimination
at its finest, blocking the cyber torture victim at every avenue of help, falsifying reports,
forced arrests, or forced into a mental institution. There is a manual that was released and
published in a book called “Bright Light on Black Shadows” written by Dr. Rauni-Leena
Luukanen Kilde’s. No one knows who wrote this manual or where it came from but has
operating procedures to torture the cyber torture victim. (Manual For Organized Gang
Stalking Operations). Gang stalking is a terminology used by cyber torture victims because
the cyber torture victims are being stalked, monitored, harassed, tortured by different
people. Since this is a huge operating networking ring, the only way to prove this is to have
an investigation done by law enforcement officials. Conspiracy to murder is a crime and has
the definition of gang stalking in the criminal offense. That is why audio forensics is so
important in this scenario. We can hear the telecommunications between the criminals
amongst each other and prove that there are multiple people torturing the cyber torture
victim within a group or organizational manner, which in turn is a conspiracy to murder
and follow the terminology gang stalking. The FBI is supposed to investigate any and all
crimes of such matter including law officers who are drafting fraudulent reports. The cyber
torture victim will file an internal investigation against the police department. Since the
internal investigations is run by officers by a different department, most law enforcement
agents are found not guilty, and continue to run and operate the operation on the cyber
torture victim. This is because officers, and agents are covered and guarded by
constitutional by laws, and unions. Some of the by laws should not be allowed, for instance
an officer can review the evidence and write a statement around the evidence they viewed.
They also have access to witness information even if it is anonymous, and use is to bully,
intimate, and grab other officers to stalk and harass the victim, and complainant. There are
also laws that allow the officers, access to the database and evidence, so a lot of the body
cams are turned off, not available, or “lost.” These laws are created to protect the officers,
but also abuse the system, and when you have that 1 officer in a department of 100 good
police officers, allows the abuse to occur. That is why when a complaint has been filed, they
have up to three weeks to file a statement, look at the evidence, so they can manipulate the
situation.
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(EMI Video) This is a video of a cyber torture victim that would like to stay anonymous for
fear of life. (Go to Amy Holem for victim’s information). Notice how the victim moves her
head, you can hear the tones and frequencies connected to her body movement.
Now
there is a T.V. playing in the background of the video, as a forensic analyst we have to
analyze every aspect of a video, audio, or phone conversation and notice such aspects. The
reason her body is producing these tones and frequencies is called Electromagnetic
Interference (EMI).
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(EMI) To get an idea of EMI, imagine when a person is holding a microphone, and the
person was walking around on stage and walks to close to the speaker. Suddenly the
speaker starts giving off a high pitch tone, hum, squelching noise, or even a hiss and creates
an uncomfortable noise to hear, that is electromagnetic interference (EMI). The cyber
torture victim is being directed with the tower signal directing at her head, so she is
producing the EMI interference as she is watching television. The tower
telecommunications and the television broadcast communications are interfering with each
other and producing an electromagnetic effect on the victim of cyber torture. When the
victim of cyber torture moves her head, she is producing the electromagnetic interference
and is the cause and effect of the inference between her body and the television
broadcasting radio wave frequencies. That is because the telecommunication that are at the
subliminal level being transferred by tower frequencies are being transmitted to the victims
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head so the victim of cyber torture is the only victim that can hear the transmissions of the
telecommunication frequencies.
“Electromagnetic Interference is a terminology used in the IT field (Information
Technology field). EMI is a phenomenon where one electromagnetic field interferes with
another, resulting in the distortion of both fields.” EMI is also known as radio frequency
interference (RFI). (Electromagnetic Interference EMI, 2016). “EMI is typically generated
by fast switching electronic devices, such as switch-mode power supplies, that produce
harmonic signals that propagate along the conductors of an electronic device.” (Brown,
2017). This is the reason of why we hear the digital or harmonic effects in the cyber torture
victim’s audio and video in the background when it is forensically analyzed.
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(Department of homeland security and RF)
According to the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) is defined as “the effect of
unwanted energy due to one or a combination of emissions, radiations, or inductions upon
reception in a radio communication system, manifested by any performance degradation,
misinterpretation, or loss of information which could be extracted in the absence of such
unwanted energy.” (U.S. Department of Homeland Security, 2020). RFI have strong effects
on a human. “In a pilot study of ten human subjects, temporary changes in brain waves and
behavior were seen on exposure to power densities lower than 10(-12) W/cm2, which is
substantially below typical urban levels”.(W,B.). Below typical urban levels are refencing
the telecommunications through frequencies or radio waves, have to be transmitted below
urban standards. Depending where the victim of cyber torture victim lives and the country
that the victim belongs too depends on the standard of which telecommunications and
towers are supposed to be transmitted on.
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“Constructive and destructive interference patterns from standing waves within the
skull possibly interact with the bioelectric generators in the brain, since
electroencephalogram wave amplitudes and frequencies increased or decreased
respectively at different radio wavelengths” There was another study that was done with
12 people in reference to RFI (Radio Frequency Interference) and RF exposure (Radio
Frequency) and brain waves. Theta and Alpha waves were observed and that short term
RFI may cause impacts on the brain waves. (He, Y. Q., Leung, S. W., Diao, Y. L., Sun, W. N.,
Siu, Y. M., Sinha, P., & Chan, K. H. , 2014). The victims of cyber torture are having these
effects being done to them long term. (Davis, M. E., 1992). These transmissions of RF
signals being directed at the victim in the form of telecommunications is a 24-7, 365 days a
year activity, that the victim is forced to endure. The Long-term effects are catastrophic on
the human body and behavioral manipulation. According to the DHS there are devices that
can prove RFI and one of them is a spectrum analysis. (U.S. Department of Homeland
Security, 2020). In slide 5 and 6 I showed you the spectrum analysis report that was from a
cyber torture victim. I also showed how the decibels were below the average level of
hearing for a human. With the spectrum analysis we can prove that RF signals, which is a
form of telecommunications, are being used on the cyber torture victims.
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(Bodies being conductors RF signals effecting the body physically)
A study was
conducted that was done in 2018. This claims that the manipulation on human subjects
using Psychiatry and clinical psychology with 13 subjects with a history of child abuse and
14 controls of no psychopathology. They used the brain cortex and studied differences
within the higher frontal and lower temporal activation along with higher left hemisphere
and lower right hemisphere activation. (Marconi, P. L., Pessa, E., & Penna, M. P., 2018).
“The way these criminals attack the victim with these telecommunications is
through the audio cortex.” “Sounds are produced by energy waves that reach the outer ear
and travel down the external acoustic meatus to reach the eardrum.” “Contact between the
eardrum and the environmental pressure was causes movement of the membrane.” “The
sound travels through to the central auditory nerve, which transmits auditory cortex, which
transcends into the contralateral side of the brainstem and brain to cortex.” (Marconi, P. L.,
Pessa, E., & Penna, M. P., 2018). (Loos, H. G., 1995). (Stocklin, P. L., 1983).
The Human body can act as a conductor and receiver for RF signal and act like an
Antenna. (Brunkan, W. B., 1988). Our bodies conduct electric charges and can act as a
conductor from outside sources around the victim in their home. Anything that produces an
electrical output can be used to attack the target or the victim of cyber torture. “Such
notions of HBC seemingly classify it as a wireless technique that is less sensitive to RF
interference.” “Even though HBC devices are poor RF antennas, there is another mechanism
of electromagnetic interference (EMI) that threatens the operation of HBC.” “Since HBC
operates on the surface of the human body, the current induced in the body due to RF
exposure may interfere with body-worn devices.” “In other words, the human body can act
like a receiving antenna, which indirectly affects the HBC channel.” “From reciprocity, the
reverse is also true — the human body can also act as transmitting antenna due to the HBC
induced current inside the body - this could impact security.” (Kibret, B., Teshome, A. K., &
H. Lai, D. T., 2014). Many different effects can come RF signals and the human body,
especially when microwave radiation is involved. This article talks about the different
effects that RF signals can affect in the human body. (Black, D. R., & Heynick, L. N., 2003).
One of the technologies that I found to manipulate the body of the cyber torture
victim is called nonmetricity. Through an audio analysis of a victim, I did research on this
topic matter. It uses liquid to spin the neutrons within a cell of a structure. So they turn on
the machine that sends a pulse wave to the victim that uses the water of the victim, which
our bodies are made up of 90% water, and fire up the neutrons, and spin them at a fast rate,
to where they injure the cyber torture victim. https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.09630.pdf. This
can cause itching, burning sensations, on the victims. Which is why all cyber torture victims
are highly dehydrated.
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These companies, corporations, federal agencies, government officials, law
enforcement agencies, use a time-harmonic plane wave with the electrical field that the
cyber torture victim is producing, to locate, stalk, monitor, and torture the victims. Which is
another reason that you hear the tones, music, digital sounding effects, harmonics within
the cyber torture victim’s audio and video forensic analysis and you cannot hear them in
non-victim’s audio analysis. “The essence of HBC operation is signal transmission by
maintaining electric potential distribution in the vicinity of the human body, where
receiving units detect the signal from potential difference between two points located on
the surface of the body or very close to the body.” “Therefore, it is relevant to introduce the
fields produced in the vicinity of the human body due to electromagnetic field exposure, in
this case a vertically polarized plane wave.” (Kibret, B., Teshome, A. K., & H. Lai, D. T.,
2014).”MRI uses 64 MHz sources, and lasers often use 13- or 27-MHz sources. Also,
other major sources of EMI include intentional radiators such as, telemetry and paging
transmitters, and handheld radios.” (Kibret, B., Teshome, A. K., & H. Lai, D. T., 2014). “The
signal is coupled to the upper arm using a pair of Ag/AgCl electrodes; and the VNA detects
the potential difference across a pair of Ag/AgCl electrodes located 40 cm farther on the
lower arm.” (Kibret, B., Teshome, A. K., & H. Lai, D. T., 2014). “The actual human body has
varying cross-sectional area due to different tissue layers, body parts and body
postures; thus, the cylindrical model roughly approximates the case of a standing position
with arms in contact with sides.” (Kibret, B., Teshome, A. K., & H. Lai, D. T., 2014). “The
peaks occurring near 80 MHz and 50 MHz, which could be due to resonance of the arm
or whole body, respectively.” (Kibret, B., Teshome, A. K., & H. Lai, D. T., 2014).
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(Musical Notes )
These soundwaves through the form of telecommunications effect the
human body through tones and musical notes. Since the audio cortex is receiving the
directional signal and telecommunications which transfers to the Brain and Brainstem the
sound resonance is a form of motor noise. The part of the brain is affected and travels to the
brainstem down the spine to control the nervous system and body functions. Tones have
been able to move body functions such as eyes, hands, knee, toes, shoulder, hip, leg, elbow,
wrist, ankle, feet, eyeballs, eyelids, brow, face, lips, throat, tongue, and even genitalia. Which
is why so many cyber torture victims complain about involuntary body movements, of body
parts stated above. (Gorges, D. E., 1979). (Puharich, H. K., & Lawrence, J. L., 1962 ). Which is
why you hear chimes, musical tones, and digital sounding effects in the cyber torture
victim’s audio, video, and phone conversation forensic analysis. These pains and
stimulation that the victim is experiencing is actually electro-chemical impulses
shooting between the nerves.
Through my research with the forensic analyst portion in reference to the cyber
torture victims, I have come across some uniqueness that can verify a victim is also a victim
through doing an electron count in the blood cells. The neurons, electrons, and atoms are
being vibrated at a high frequency rate which causes the cyber torture victim to have low
levels of glucose and a high electron count within their blood cells. These pictures show
how it effects the bodies of the cyber torture victim. As these RF signals travel down the
cyber torture victims’ body the nerves can burn the skin, even with lasers that are being
used. Straight to the major motor functions to the wrist. There the body can be controlled
through the fingers. Forcing movement and the fingers to flick playing like a piano one
finger at a time. This is forcing the cyber torture victim through human experimentation,
this is loss of control and motor functions not only an invasion of mind, body, spirit, and
soul. Being forced through body manipulation and invasion of privacy is being stripped
away from the cyber torture victim’s life, liberty, and freedom. Many of the cyber torture
victims that I have done audio, video, forensic analysis for tell me about their case and what
they are enduring. Having law enforcement experience such as dispatching, explorers’
program, and Military MP training I ask specific questions to verify if false reports filed by
law enforcement agencies, Dr. reports that are attached to each victims file. I give them
advice how to obtain the records and tell the victims to start collecting their evidence so the
victims can start looking for legal representation. In these reports I can verify the low
glucose levels and high electron count by a simple blood test that is run by every doctor
across America to determine if their hormones, diseases, cancer, or any type of medical test
that the patient is receiving medical treatment for. I cannot verify this on all the victims
because I as 1 person cannot get or receive access to verify my theory. There is evidence
though through about 50 of the cyber torture victims of low glucose and high electron
counts within their blood, which throws the blood reading off because of the RF signals that
are affecting the cyber torture victims’ body. A lot of the cyber torture victims also complain
about being thirsty all the time, this is because water in the human body is acting as a
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conductor for the RF signals, so the electrical charges throughout the victim’s body are
evaporating the water in the victim’s body. Once again, I have no medical proof to prove
this theory. There is medical research and technology that can prove victims of cyber
torture are actually victims, Such medical tests as a Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
test, Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) rely on the blood flow to prove and
measures the brain activity. Which in all can prove the electrical currents that the RF signals
and EMI are producing within the victim’s brain. Electroencephalography (EEG) readings
can pick up the electrical activity as well but it does a poor spatial resolution, which
determines the results not to be accurate as a FMRI or PET test. There is audio evidence
that I have collected that can prove this technology is attacking the victims of cyber torture
body, tissue, cells, nervous system structure that is forcing these victims into a state of
paralysis, burning their eyes and retinas, forcing muscle spasms, sexually assaulting the
cyber torture victim, and committing other such heinous and malicious crimes on the
victims. There are other devices that can prove the RFI and one of the is a spectrum
analysis, which one of my step processes of how I analyze forensically the audio and videos
of a victim of cyber torture within this link provided. (U.S. Department of Homeland
Security, 2020).
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(Body in Paralysis ) Analyzing cyber torture victim’s audio, video, and phone conversation
files, I have come across multiple fraudulent medical diagnoses. These false medical
diagnoses consist of diseases such as, Morgellons disease, Parkinson’s Disease, Tinnitus,
ASD, ADHD, ADD, Schizophrenia, Paranoid delusional, Depression, Anxiety, Sleepwalkers,
Sleep apnea, ptosis of the eyes, characteristics in autism and even locomotive paralysis.
(Anonymous male for fear of life, see Amy Holem for information). (Types of Paralysis,
2005).
The equipment since it is being used on cyber torture victims’ brains through
soundwaves can control muscle movement, nervous system, and even the skeletal system to
force the state of paralysis onto a victim of cyber torture. This is a form of localized
paralysis. The statement “Hands glued” is the computer system acknowledging to the
criminals and perpetrators what state the cyber torture victim is in and what body function
is being controlled at that moment in time. This victim also has a video of having their
tongue being forced to stick in and out. This is one the audios that I analyzed for a victim of
cyber torture. “Neurons perform highly nonlinear operations that involve high gain
amplification and positive feedback.” “Therefore, small biochemical and electrochemical
fluctuations (when considering systems at the molecular level we use the term fluctuation
interchangeably with noise) can significantly alter whole-cell responses.” (Nuerosci, N.,
2009). Which in turn can force the victims of cyber torture to be diagnosed with false
medical diagnoses.
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(Physical body effects)
“Here we focus on characterizing the spontaneous
physiological signals that underlie all individuals’ involuntary movements using an
approach that harnesses the heretofore wayward individual variability in order to discover
core biological signatures of the human nervous system indicative of its state of “health” or
“illness”. (Torres, E. B., & Denisova, K., 2016). This is done through various techniques
through RF signals and the transmittance of telecommunications through the cyber torture
victims audio cortex using such effects through motor noises, signal channeling, and
electrical noises. Which is another reason that within the cyber torture victim’s audio and
video analysis we can capture the digital sounds, harmonics, tones, pitches within the
analyzed audio or video. These forms of telecommunications that are being forced on the
victim can prove it is affecting the brain and destroying it as well. This comes across as
memory loss also known as Alzheimer’s or early Alzheimer’s effects. “Specifically, this
relation predicts that the higher IQs are characterized by lower NSR of head micromovements and more symmetric shapes of the PDFs.” “In opposite fashion, lower IQs are
characterized by higher estimated NSR and highly skewed distributions tending towards
the limiting case of the memoryless Exponential range.” (Torres, E. B., & Denisova, K.,
2016). The noise-to signal levels of a cyber torture victim can be measured and used
against the victim to create the effects the victim is experiencing through the equipment
the perpetrators, criminals are using on the victims within a deep neural learning
technique and AI construct.
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Neural Control and motor noise go hand in hand with the victims of cyber torture.
The Nervous system adapts to motor noise which, determines human movement and
control. “Motor noise may increase with aging and disease states, such as with Parkinson’s
disease.” “Direct manipulation of motor noise could be achieved by injecting noisy
electrical currents into the motor axons of humans, but this poses ethical challenges.”
(Nuerosci, H., 2016). There is nothing ethical about the torture the cyber torture victims
are enduring, these specific types of human experimentation are being done on these
victims produce long lasting effects and destroys a human’s body. It leaves radiation burns,
memory loss, brain manipulation, burning eye sensations within the retina, ptosis of the
eyes, itching sensations, nausea, irritable bowel syndrome, uncontrollable body
movements, muscles spasms, seizures, headaches and even miscarriages of pregnant
women.
This is all caused by the nervous system and connection to the brain of the cyber
torture victim with the usage of motor noise, signal channeling, and electrical noise. Which
is again another reason the digital sounding effects within the victim’s audio, video, and
phone conversation forensic analysis report. “Using noise as a teaching signal promises to
be useful for rehabilitative therapies and movement training with human-machine
interfaces.” (Nuerophysiol, J., 2016). Human-machine interfaces is another aspect of neural
technology, and computer networking systems, software, and programming. Some of these
experiments use low-pass filters and nonfiltered variances of the noise and noise level to
determine the effects on the cyber torture victim. A low-pass filter can be used to process
the audio, videos, and phone conversations on the victims to prove they are truly victims.
(Nuerophysiol, J., 2016). This is one technique that I use when analyzing the victim’s
audios, videos, and phone conversations. Which leads back to the digital sounding effects,
generating noises, machine noises, musical tones, tones, pitches, in the audio, video, and
phone conversation analysis.
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(Being Raped by technology)
All of the cyber torture victims complain of rape
from this technology and computer networking system. These criminals through a
networking system, have access to certain technology, that allows them to conduct such
malicious acts against the cyber torture victim. Most of the is done with military grade
weapon systems all the way down to apps that are on a phone. These government agencies,
law enforcement officers, and private government contractors have access to weapons and
are testing weapon systems out on the population. For example, crowd control weapon
systems, biometric sensors, facial recognition, have access to mass surveillance systems,
tracking devices, drones, lasers, acoustical weapons, non-lethal weapons, are just some
examples that they are using and testing the equipment out on the civilian population. What
better way to practice and use the equipment on then the victims they are investigating,
cyber torture victims. Once these devices hit the market, anyone is capable of buying them
from any corporation or company that sells the equipment or has access to them by working
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for them. There is specific equipment that I do have forensic evidence of to prove that they
are using such weapons against the cyber torture victim. The cyber torture victims is having
their mind altered, invaded, brainwashed, manipulated, attacked, assaulted at every
opportunity. Since these RF signals are at the subliminal level and attack the brain, these
government agencies, military, private corporations, officers, and criminals can affect
specific areas of the brain using acoustic settings. This allows the cyber torture victim to be
victimized and sexually assaulted with the weapons.
This was already proposed at the United Nations, “In January 1999, the European
Parliament passed a resolution where it called “for an international convention introducing
a global ban on all developments and deployments of weapons which might enable any form
of manipulation of human beings.“ “(14) Already in 1997, nine states of the Commonwealth
of Independent States (CIS) addressed the UN, OBSE and the states of the Interparliamentary
Union with the proposal to place at the agenda of the General Assembly of the United Nations,
the preparation and adoption of an international convention “On Prevention of
Informational Wars and Limitation of Circulation of Informational Weapons” (16), (3).”
(Babacek, 2019).
Nothing was done for the cyber torture victims with this technology, no one has been
able to prove such incidences with this technology till today. With audio forensic
investigations we can prove all the criminal activities and the abuse against human rights
that the cyber torture victims are forced to endure and are praying for someone to help end
their torture. Companies, corporations, military, contractors, are still doing scientific
experiments on cyber torture victims, and are still committing offenses against human rights.
The use of RF signals affects women and men differently due to different organs and genitalia
from male to female. It is proven that RF signals attack the uterus and can cause miscarriages,
by attacking the fetus with electrical charges throughout the body, and the amount of added
stress to the body of the cyber torture victim. This also effects males as well because RF
signals destroy sperm count, and also lower hormones levels too. (Jin, Y. B., Choi, H., Kim, B.
C., Pack, J., Kim, N., & Lee, Y, 2012).
This is considered human experimentation, I have audio evidence of these
government and criminal entities examining the victims heart rate, mention blood types,
the computer system in relation if the cyber torture victim is telling the truth or not. The
reason they are capable of this, is looked at as a lie detector test. Lie detector testing is
based off of heart rates and blood pressure of a cyber torture victim, this can determine if
the cyber torture victim is lying or not. This is why in so many victim’s audio and video
when forensically analyzed we can hear such statements of expressions from the AI side of
the forensic analysis. With this we can prove that the technology is connected to the cyber
torture victims’ body with the neural link connected to the brain stem, through the audio
cortex, with the use of Low Rf signals and subliminal messaging. Through the audio
analysis we can hear statements like the cyber torture is in the red. The computer
monitoring system allows the government agencies to let them know when they are
agitating the cyber torture victim, when the cyber torture victim is angry, happy, or even in
a sexual mood. That way the government agencies, military, and law enforcement officials
can play off the victims’ moods, through the use of psychological warfare. There is audio
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evidence of such systems being used on the cyber torture victim. I also have caught 4
different military experiments that the perpetrators and government agencies were talking
about through a forensic analysis when analyzing the victim’s audios and video: Project
Reborn, Mk Ultra, Leviathan, Imminent Fury Program. These are the four that I have caught
on the cyber torture victim’s audio forensic analysis. Some of the cyber torture victims
claim of microchipping in their bodies and state that is how the victims are tracked. This is
only true with some of the cyber torture victims. Some states have even considered it a
misdemeanor to implant someone without permission or authorization. This is unrealistic
in its charges, someone came into the residence of the cyber torture victim, without
permission, drugged the victim possible, so the cyber torture victim does not wake up in
the process, then forcibly installs the microchip into the body of the cyber torture victim. 3
or more federal crimes have to be committed in order to microchip a cyber torture victim,
and the U.S. government deems this a misdemeanor offense. (Suggs, E, 2010). Some cyber
torture victims also have nanotechnology associated with their torture. (Nano-implants for
energy harvesting and wireless sensing). This information I cannot release because the
victim has a contract and cannot release the evidence. I am working with the client closely,
and have helped the cyber torture victim, gather proper evidence to prove the attacks, and
torture. I have done an audio forensic analysis report and the cyber torture victim is trying
to go to the police to get an investigation, none have been conducted at this current date
and time. This does not just pertain to adults; this pertains to children as well.
Some of the cyber torture victims have microchips that were forced into the cyber
torture victims’ body. Although I only have evidence of a couple of cyber torture victims’ xrays to prove that microchipping is occurring, does not mean that there are not more cyber
torture victims out there that are microchipped. Many cyber torture victims cannot get
help from any medical physician to prove that they are microchipped. If the cyber torture
victim has a microchip in their body that is proven by x-rays, no medical professional will
remove the microchip for the victim. Once again, the cyber torture victim is forced to have a
device in their body, and no one is willing to help the cyber torture victim out to end the
torture through the electronic device. (jayton420, 2010). This torture that a cyber torture
victim is going through is a form of electric shock therapy on a victim. (Puharich, H. K., &
Lawrence, J. L., 1967). The capabilities of these technologies shock the cyber torture victim
when the victim will not comply with the demands of the criminals who are behind the
computer system program. If the cyber torture victim does not comply or does something
that the Military, government agencies, contractors, criminals do not like they send
electrical surges throughout the body of the cyber torture victim using the nervous system.
Some of these entities, tell the cyber torture victim through the use of subliminal messaging
and the AI system construct, if they do not masturbate, they will kill their family members.
If the cyber torture victim does not comply these agencies will attack the family members
with heart pain, to show their power and control over the family and the cyber torture
victim. The cyber torture victim will then masturbate so their family will not get attacked
or killed, while the criminals through the use of their technology watch, and publicly post it
through their networking system and allow other agencies, and criminals to watch.
(Puharich, H. K., & Lawrence, J. L., 1967).
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(Child Abuse and Sex trafficking)
The cyber torture victims have family, and this
effects children as young as 6 months old as well. With pregnant women it effects the infant
or infants in the womb, forcing miscarriages, attacking the fetus sending electrical charges
to destroy the life inside the cyber torture victims’ body. This is destruction of life and
crimes against humanity. Even U.S. Federal Law states:
18 U.S. Code CHAPTER 110—SEXUAL EXPLOITATION AND OTHER ABUSE OF CHILDREN
1. § 2251. Sexual exploitation of children
2. § 2251A. Selling or buying of children
3. § 2252. Certain activities relating to material involving the sexual exploitation of
minors
4. § 2252A. Certain activities relating to material constituting or containing child
pornography
5. § 2252B. Misleading domain names on the Internet
6. § 2252C. Misleading words or digital images on the Internet
7. § 2253. Criminal forfeiture
8. § 2254. Civil forfeiture
9. § 2255. Civil remedy for personal injuries
10. § 2256. Definitions for chapter
11. § 2257. Record keeping requirements
12. § 2257A. Record keeping requirements for simulated sexual conduct
13. § 2258. Failure to report child abuse
14. § 2258A. Reporting requirements of providers
15. § 2258B. Limited liability for providers or domain name registrars
16. § 2258C. Use to combat child pornography of technical elements relating to reports
made to the CyberTipline
17. § 2258D. Limited liability for NCMEC
18. § 2258E. Definitions
19. § 2259. Mandatory restitution
20. § 2259A. Assessments in child pornography cases
21. § 2259B. Child pornography victims reserve
22. § 2260. Production of sexually explicit depictions of a minor for importation into the
United States
23. § 2260A. Penalties for registered sex offenders (Cornell Law School, 1992).
This pertains to children from the age 16 and under through childbirth and crimes against
the female cyber torture victim’s womb. With the type of technology such as non-lethal
weapons, electronic weapons, and electronic devices, drones, RF signals, and manipulating
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devices these criminals invade the mind of the child, watch and manipulate children at a
young age and raise the children through subliminal telecommunications with the power of
suggestion. The military human child experimentation forces the child to do certain actions
like jumping off a wall. These vile and malicious criminals invade the child’s head and talk
to them to scare the children in their head during their dream state. There is an audio of an
11-year girl, named Olivia who her cyber torture is just beginning. In the audio files that I
have analyzed there is evidence of receiving better equipment to watch children with a pay
increase. This 11-year old Olivia was crying to her mother as her mother was recording.
There was a van parked outside her home that I warned the mother about. As the mother
stepped outside to look for the van with the description that I gave the mother after
analyzing the audio the van drove away.
This leads to emotional torment growing up being attacked and do not want to tell their
parents about it. But her mother knows because she is a victim of cyber torture as well and
cannot get any legal help. If you go through my phone conversations and hear the cyber
torture victims’ stories and testimonies you will hear their pains, agonies, and assaults.
They have the evidence they just need someone to listen to them. There is evidence of
selling images and talking about money exchanges. The kids are in the bathtub, shower,
looking at them with video voyeurism capabilities. complaining they cannot see the child
clearly. Getting different equipment to watch children and getting paid more money. This is
horrific to imagine let alone to hear and analyze the audio and video capturing their
telecommunications and hearing the pain in the child and know what she or he is
experiencing but cannot explain. These parents have to explain this to their child/children
and tell them what and why this is happening to them. Children are helpless amongst
sexual predators, pedophiles, and child sex trafficking rings. It is no wonder that it is hugest
criminal offense across the world. Using this technology at a mass capacity such as the
military, Dark Web, Federal Agencies, law enforcement, government and civilian
contractors, civilian activist groups, and criminals and perpetrators all have the capabilities
at their fingertip at a monumental manner. These cyber torture victims’ families need to be
investigated first and foremost to take these criminals down. Your United Nations
Agreements on Human rights all cover cyber torture victims: Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Covenant on Economic, Social, and
Cultural Rights, UN Convention on the condition of the Wounded and sick in Armed Forces,
Convention against Genocide, Convention against torture, Convention on Elimination of
Discrimination Against Women, Convention on the Rights of the Child. There is another
audio that I analyzed from Canada. Although this file is 14 years old there is a large amount
of pedophilia sex trafficking rings, going on within the file. Within this File I captured
statements of the “Conspiracy Theory = Pizza Gate and the RED ROOM.” These have been
verified by the FBI as false accusations, and do not exist. My audio analysis verifies that
such incidences happened and is occurring today on the Dark Web.
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Another audio that I have is that these criminals “activate” a child at three years old. That
way they can manipulate the child as they grow up and can manipulate the child to do
certain actions. One criminal said he raises kids for school shootings. Everyone knows the
story about Jeffrey Epstein, or has heard the name, because it was national news. Jeffrey
Epstein was a huge donor to MIT School. MIT is known currently to doing studies on
sending messages to the brain. https://www.inceptivemind.com/mits-alterego-readthoughts-hear-voice-inside-brain/8370/. Can you imagine if Jeffrey Epstein got his hands
on some of this technology. Having high political affiliations, can have access to the
weapons systems. Giving the children orders as they were growing up. Whispering it is ok
to commit those acts, or touch yourself, rub yourself in the shower, watch them in the tub,
say its ok to clean your private area, to a 7-year-old or even younger. I do not know if that
occurred, but only an investigation will be able to tell. These criminals behind the network
programs and systems, run huge rings, share files and videos, amongst each other, and
have live stream capabilities.
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(Closing)
Anything these patents state weather they are used for good intentions were
altered for vile and malicious crimes against cyber torture victims. 1956 is the earliest
Patent that was approved for use and experimentation on human subjects, that I provided
and am aware of. And only two years later in 1958 Holograms were being forced into cyber
torture victims’ heads. Just because the United Nations is just acknowledging it as cyber
torture in 2020 does not mean this has not been happening for decades before, Julian
Assange was investigated. This has been happening to the poor, homeless, lower class
citizens since 1956. And only when diplomats from China and Cuba were attacked did the
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media start to mention this research and use of Microwave energy, RF signals, Acoustic
attacks, non-lethal weapons, electronic devices, and electronic weapons. To still not accept
the complaints of cyber torture victims and forced into mental institutions. This has been a
continuation to current time now introducing and implementing Artificial Intelligence
structures. This will not stop unless laws are put into place to protect every person in this
world. There is so much that goes into a cyber torture victim that I alone cannot express
them all. From networking, engineering, algorithms, AI, computer components I just
scratched the surface in describing what the capabilities, and how these agencies, military
personnel, government officials, contractors, officers, criminals are committing these acts
of torture on the cyber torture victim. I have evidence of companies, corporations, military
units, agencies, equipment’s, surveillance techniques, crimes that are being committed, that
I cannot add them all to this report.
I do audio/video forensics and can prove the torture that the cyber torture victim is forced
to endure. There is more scientific and medical research that has to be looked into that I am
not qualified to mention. The audio/video analysis proves what the cyber torture victim is
going through. This has to be stopped, one company and corporation is torturing 3500
(thirty-five hundred) victims alone. If you multiply that just to 2 (two) companies
within every state in the U.S. that is a total of 750,000 (seven hundred and fifty
thousand) victims within the United States alone. Once again since I have studied more
cyber torture victims within the United States that is where most of my evidence is referred
to the United States of America, military, and government agencies. I am only one person
and do not have the means, money, or equipment to analyze so many victims around the
globe. Cyber torture victims need PET, FMRI, toxicology reports, H-Scada scans, Spectrum
analysis reports, bug scanners, frequency scanners, that are out of the cyber torture
victims’ budget. There is one military equipment that I came across that can locate the
location of where the RF signals are coming from, but this technology is illegal to possess.
Only military is allowed access to this equipment this is known as a Defense Advanced
GPS Receiver (DAGR) or AN/PSN-11 Precision Lightweight GPS Receiver (PLGR). (n.d.
In Olive DRAB.). Since even military will not provide investigations for cyber torture
victims, this type of technology is out of reach for any cyber torture victim to find out who
is behind their attacks. Cyber torture victims need help, their lives are being destroyed
from homelessness to suicide. Their bodies are being destroyed with microwave energy
and radio frequencies. Cells, tissue, brain damage, is being destroyed using non-lethal
weapons, electronic weapons, and electronic devices. This has long lasting effects
psychologically on the cyber torture victims as well. The sex trafficking, and child
pedophilia rings all must be investigated and have these criminals behind bars. Please
investigate every one of the cyber torture victims that I have helped, along with the many I
have not. This needs to be put to an end and laws need to be in place to protect the cyber
torture victim from these crimes occurring even further. I have come up with a bill
proposal that I would like you to go through and read, maybe you can use it as a basis for
these crimes to stop. There needs to be teams in place to do forensic evidence as well as
medical tests for the cyber torture victims. I would like to train the team the proper
procedure on how to capture these telecommunications. Only with the proper
investigations will the cyber torture victims torture end. Cyber torture victims are pleading
and begging for help. Will you stand up for the cyber torture victims human rights or will
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you stand down just like the U.S. American Government has, and ignore the cries of cyber
torture victims?
I have included all the names of the victims, that I have come across in the United States so
far. Some states are missing mainly from the west side of the country.
Please contact me for more information, and the audio files, that were not added to the
report. I have over 10,000 audios and videos and are unable to submit every single one of
them. Plus once I send the file and you receive the presentation, a lot of the files could have
been altered and manipulated. It is better to contact me to have originals, and in an original
format.
I also came up with a definition of cyber torture that I think would be beneficial to help the
cyber torture victims across the world.
Cyber torture definition- a person or individual, by single or multiple individuals, groups,
organizations, private contractors, military and federal units, who are being attacked and
tortured by, non-lethal weapons, electronic devices, electronic weapons, cyber networking,
microwaved radiation, nanotechnology, artificial intelligence, systems and programs.
Including means of a criminal crimes on a person or persons include terms such as: "Notouch Torture", Psychological Torture, Neurological Torture, Psychological Warfare,
Torture, including means of physical and bodily harm for research, experimentation, sex
trafficking, pedophilia rings, child molestation, rape, murder, conspiracy to murder, and
any additional crimes that has association in a cyber-networking, cyber-telekinetic, deep
learning, neural censoring, biometric censoring, neurotransmitters, and like terms in
association.
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